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Introduction

(Image credit: ESO)

Planets are built from planetesimals. Planetesimals are built from
small dust particles. The growth from µm-sized dust to km-sized
planetesimals take place inside gaseous protoplanetary discs around
young stars. The interaction between gas and dust plays a critical
role in this process. However, traditional methods to study this
interaction can be complicated and expensive. We present a novel
approach to model dust-gas dynamics by exploiting its physical
similarity to existing problems in standard hydrodynamics. This
framework allows us to understand complex dust-gas dynamics in
a simple way, and significantly reduces the computational cost of
simulating dusty protoplanetary discs.

Single-fluid description of dusty gas

Lin & Youdin (2017, ApJ, 849, 129)
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I ρ = ρgas + ρdust, ~v = dust-gas center of mass velocity
I Temperature profile fixed by stellar irradiation
I Dust-gas drag (fd = ρdust/ρ, tstop ∝ particle size)
I Implemented in the pluto hydrodynamics code (Mignone et al. 2007,

2012) by hacking its thermal conduction module

Streaming instability

I A rotating, dusty-gas disc is linearly unstable (Youdin & Goodman, 2005)
I The SI can be used to test dusty-gas codes

tstopΩ = 0.1, ρdust = 3ρgas

I Dust-free model reproduces the streaming instability unique to dusty-gas

Dusty disc-planet interaction

Chen & Lin (2018, MNRAS, in press)

Disc-planet torques

I 2MEarth planet embedded in a dusty disc with tstopΩ = 10−3

I Disc-on-planet torques become oscillatory with increasing metallicity

Planet-induced dust rings

I 10MEarth planet embedded in a dusty disc with tstopΩ = 0.007

I Single, shallow gas gap; but a deep, double dust gap

Dust settling in turbulent discs

I Particles with tstopΩ = 10−3

I Turbulence due to the vertical shear instability (Nelson et al, 2013)

Σdust = 0.01Σgas

Laminar Turbulent

I Particles lifted by VSI turbulence before it can settle

Σdust = 0.03Σgas Σdust = 0.1Σgas

I Increased metallicity can overcome the VSI to enable dust settling

Summary

We present a dust-free description of dusty protoplanetary discs,
valid for small particles strongly, but not necessarily perfectly cou-
pled to isothermal gas. The model exploits the analogy between
a particle flux and a (negative) heat flux, thereby accounting for
particle-gas interaction via a pseudo-energy equation.

I Lin & Youdin (2017), Chen & Lin (2018)
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